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Background: For most vertebrate organs and tissues, the majority of development occurs during
embryogenesis, and postnatal changes are primarily concerned with growth. The central nervous
system is unusual in that a considerable amount of morphological development, cell differentiation
and acquisition of function, takes place during postnatal development. As yet, the molecular
mechanisms underlying these complex developmental processes are not well understood. In order
to identify markers for these developmental processes, we have analyzed the expression profiles,
during postnatal murine brain development, of approximately 25,000 transcripts. This analysis,
performed at day 1, day 10, day 20 and day 42 of postnatal development, identified a large number
of developmentally regulated genes which we have assigned into three broad expression categories.
Results: Expression levels at four timepoints during postnatal murine brain development were
established for approximately 25,000 gene transcripts. Approximately 1% of the genes examined
displayed a developmentally regulated pattern of expression and we provide all the necessary
information required to easily obtain molecular markers for a subset of these developmentally
regulated transcripts. Of this subset, 61 showed increasing expression during development, 61
showed decreasing expression during development, and 9 exhibited a peak of expression during
this period.
Conclusions: A small percentage of the genes expressed in the postnatal developing brain show
changes in expression level during the newborn to adult phase of development. It is likely that these
developmentally regulated transcripts represent molecular markers for the complex developmental
process occurring in the postnatal brain.
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MA Equal mix of dT12AA, dT12GA and dT12CA
MG Equal mix of dT12AG, dT12GG and dT12CG
MC Equal mix of dT12AC, dT12GC and dT12CC
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Figure 2
Gene expression profiles in the postnatal developing mouse brain. RNA fingerprints produced by specific DDRT-PCR primer combinations at
four stages of brain development run in parallel. Anchored primer/arbitrary primer combinations are shown at the top for each group of RNA
fingerprints and stages of development are indicated in days (1, 10, 20 and 42). Gel positions of developmentally regulated transcripts in
expression category A (+), expression category B (-) and expression category C (^ ) are highlighted.
MG/P3
























































Gene expression profiles in the postnatal developing mouse brain. RNA fingerprints produced by specific DDRT-PCR primer combinations at
four stages of brain development run in parallel. Anchored primer/arbitrary primer combinations are shown at the top for each group of RNA
fingerprints and stages of development are indicated in days (1, 10, 20 and 42). Gel positions of developmentally regulated transcripts in
expression category A (+), expression category B (-) and expression category C (^ ) are highlighted.
MC/P3
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Figure 2 (continued)
Gene expression profiles in the postnatal developing mouse brain. RNA fingerprints produced by specific DDRT-PCR primer combinations at
four stages of brain development run in parallel. Anchored primer/arbitrary primer combinations are shown at the top for each group of RNA
fingerprints and stages of development are indicated in days (1, 10, 20 and 42). Gel positions of developmentally regulated transcripts in
expression category A (+), expression category B (-) and expression category C (^ ) are highlighted.
MT/A1


















































Gene expression profiles in the postnatal developing mouse brain. RNA fingerprints produced by specific DDRT-PCR primer combinations at
four stages of brain development run in parallel. Anchored primer/arbitrary primer combinations are shown at the top for each group of RNA
fingerprints and stages of development are indicated in days (1, 10, 20 and 42). Gel positions of developmentally regulated transcripts in
expression category A (+), expression category B (-) and expression category C (^ ) are highlighted.
MT/R10
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Figure 2 (continued)
Gene expression profiles in the postnatal developing mouse brain. RNA fingerprints produced by specific DDRT-PCR primer combinations at
four stages of brain development run in parallel. Anchored primer/arbitrary primer combinations are shown at the top for each group of RNA
fingerprints and stages of development are indicated in days (1, 10, 20 and 42). Gel positions of developmentally regulated transcripts in
expression category A (+), expression category B (-) and expression category C (^ ) are highlighted.
MA/P3




















































Gene expression profiles in the postnatal developing mouse brain. RNA fingerprints produced by specific DDRT-PCR primer combinations at
four stages of brain development run in parallel. Anchored primer/arbitrary primer combinations are shown at the top for each group of RNA
fingerprints and stages of development are indicated in days (1, 10, 20 and 42). Gel positions of developmentally regulated transcripts in
expression category A (+), expression category B (-) and expression category C (^ ) are highlighted.
MA/R12
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Recovery of cDNA from dried polyacrylamide gels
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Figure 3
Verification of expression profiles. Downstream analysis of two
developmentally regulated transcripts - (a) and (b) are the two
transcripts. Candidate cDNAs were selected on the basis of the
original DDRT-PCR profile (I), purified from co-migrating sequences
by mSSCP (II) and used as probes in northern analysis (III). To
correct for variation in RNA loading, northern blot membranes were











1 10 20 42
Days post-partum
Figure 4
Origin of DDRT-PCR fragments. Schematic illustrating the position
of DDRT-PCR cDNA fragments in relation to full-length transcripts
of (a) PrP and (b) Thy-1.2. Black boxes represent transcripts, with
open reading frames in white. Areas of transcripts amplified by
DDRT-PCR are shown as gray boxes. Sequences of regions
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Modified single-strand conformation polymorphism
(mSSCP)
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PCR re-amplification of mSSCP-purified candidate
cDNAs
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